Nextenders – a buyer’s guide
Writing on behalf of Why Digital, I’ve produced a series of articles for
Nextenders – a forward-thinking electronic procurement specialist –
to engage prospective and existing clients. Reporting on developments
in technology, public sector cuts, improving efficiency and reducing
corruption, I take often dry subject matters and transform them into
insightful and impactful industry commentary.
The world of public and private sector purchasing is changing. Historically large
organisations’ supply chains were formed privately, allowing scope not only for
over-expenditure and inefficiency, but for lack of fairness in the marketplace.
Today’s procurement functions spread across organisations, necessitating a
simpler, clearer approach – for internal understanding as well as public
relations. Nextenders offers eProcurement solutions to automate buying –
reducing administation requirements, ensuring company-wide supply chain
clarity, allowing for economies of scale, and providing transaction transparency.
The objective of the content I generate is consistent: to speak to procurement
professionals in a way they understand and relate to, encouraging download of
more detailed white papers or direct Nextenders contact. The variety and often
complexity of subjects in this niche area requires unique attention for each
article, however. A thorough understanding of relevant issues – but also a clear
angle on which to commentate – is key in optimising impact.
To ensure readers’ attention is held, I break up text with engaging sub-headings,
and often drop in a question to encourage association with their procurement
roles and experiences. I also use simple, everyday language, and avoid industry
jargon and acronyms.

One eye on the goal
Familiarising myself with often new subject matters in preparation for writing
has been interesting and educational. However, I’m keen to ensure that in my
article generation, I’m able to subtly connect the focus of the article back to
Nextenders’ offer. A concluding call-to-action can be a link to further relevant
reading, or an invitation to contact directly.

